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About us
• Siyata Mobile Inc. is a leading global developer of innovative 

cellular communication systems under the Uniden® brand. 

• The company was founded in 2012 and is publicly traded on the 
Nasdaq Exchange.

• The Uniden® line of cellular signal boosters, increase cellular 
coverage in urban, rural and mobile situations for enterprise, 
commercial and consumer users. We believe everybody 
deserves great signal quality. 

• We have solutions for a variety of areas where cellular signal is 
poor or non-existent. 

• Our solutions are used inside building structures such as 
residential homes, condominiums, garage spaces, elevators, 
office towers, and industrial properties as well as mobile 
applications such as cars, boats, RV’s. and fleet vehicles.

• Siyata also has a mobility division that focuses on cellular 
phones installed in fleet vehicles and ruggedized handsets. 

• Siyata operates internationally, with offices and employees 
in the USA, Canada, and Israel. We have our own distribution 
facility in Canada, USA and Israel to serve our International 
customers.

• We can be found online at:  unidencellular.com and  
siyatamobile.com
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We Solve Signal 
Problems

Boost cell signal for 
 voice, text and data.

Improve streaming and 
 gaming quality with 

Increased Internet speeds.

Stop Dropped Calls.

Enjoy reliable cellular  
signal – stay connected 

and safe.
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The Uniden Difference

Ultra-Fast Wireless
Make crystal clear phone calls and get lightning fast 
data speeds with the most powerful boosters on 
the market.

Most Advanced Booster Technology
Uniden® Cellular Signal Booster kits are the most 
technologically advanced signal solutions available 
today.

Industry-Leading Quality
Only the highest quality craftsmanship, industrial 
quality components, and the latest in cellular 
booster technology.

Works On All Carriers
Uniden® Cellular Signal Booster works on every cellular 
network in the USA and Canada, on every cellular carrier.
Boosts all 3G and 4G/LTE networks and works on 5G 
networks.
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Installation services  
available.

Monitoring and  
Management  service 
available.

Experienced support staff 
easily available by phone, 
email, text, and live chat.

Easy, Plug and  Play 
installation.

No monthly fees No internet Required
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How it Works - Buildings
Donor Antenna - Outdoor  
Antenna
The donor antenna captures the 
cellular signal from outside the 
building and sends it into the 
cellular booster.

Cellular Booster
The Uniden® Cellular Booster 
amplifies the signal and sends it 
to the antennas.

Server Antenna - Indoor 
Antenna
The server antenna distributes 
the new strong signal in the 
troubled area.

DONOR
ANTENNA

CELLULAR
BOOSTER

SERVER
ANTENNA
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How it Works - Vehicles
Donor Antenna - Outdoor  
Antenna
The donor antenna captures the 
cellular signal from outside the 
vehicle and sends it to the cellular 
booster.

Cellular Booster
The Uniden® Cellular Booster 
amplifies your signal and sends 
it to the antennas.

Server Antenna - Indoor 
Antenna
The server antenna distributes 
the new strong signal in the 
troubled area.

DONOR
ANTENNA

CELLULAR
BOOSTER

SERVER
ANTENNA
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UNIDEN  
PRODUCT LINES
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Consumer Series
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CONSUMER
SERIES

Complete Kits - everything needed is in the box 
(Booster, Donor Antenna, Server Antenna, Cables)

Consumer friendly cable and connectors - RG6 coaxial 
cable and F type connectors similar to what is used for 
Cable and Satellite TV are very convenient to use, you 
can even use existing cable runs.

SMART function-Automatically manages the boosters 
power levels to optimize the cellular signal

Easy Installation Carrier Agnostic 2 year manufacturer
warranty.

Works with all cellular devices
700MHz A&B, 700MHz C, 850MHz, 
1900MHz, 1700/2100MHz

Frequency ranges:

Buildings less than
5,000 square feet.

Budget friendly.

Entry level boosters.

Basic functions.

60db Gain and 10dBm Output power.

Use in area with weak signal.

Increase coverage up to 1,500 sq ft 

Multi User - Up to 20 devices.

65db Gain and 13dBm Output power.

Use in area with very weak signal.

Increase coverage up to 2,500 sq ft 

Multi User - Up to 30 devices.

65db Gain and 17dBm Output power.

Use in area with extremely weak signal.

Increase coverage up to 4,500 sq ft 

Multi User - Up to 50 devices.

Works on every cellular network in the 
USA and Canada, on every cellular car-
rier. Boosts all 3G and 4G/LTE networks 
and works on 5G networks.

U60C U65C U65XC
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Professional Series
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Buildings between 5,000
and 20,000 square feet.

Carrier Agnostic 2 year manufacturer
warranty.

Works with all cellular devices
700MHz A&B, 700MHz C, 
850MHz, 1900MHz, 
1700/2100MHz

Frequency ranges:

Displays Input signal strength for 
each frequency range.

Output power of the booster.

LCD screen:
Customizable Kits - customize the booster, antennas 
and cables to suit the install location.

SMART function-  Automatically manages the 
boosters power levels to optimize the cellular signal.

MGC - Manual Gain Control: override the SMART 
function for more control over the power levels of 
each frequency range.

Easy Installation PROFESSIONAL
SERIES

60db Gain and 10dBm Output power.

Use in area with weak signal.

Increase coverage up to 2,500 sq ft 

Multi User - Up to 20 devices.

65db Gain and 13dBm Output power.

Use in area with very weak signal.

Increase coverage up to 5,000 sq ft 

Multi User - Up to 30 devices.

70db Gain and 17dBm Output power.

Use in area with extremely weak signal.

Increase coverage up to 15,000 sq ft 

Multi User - Up to 50 devices.

Works on every cellular network in the 
USA and Canada, on every cellular 
carrier. Boosts all 3G and 4G/LTE 
networks and works on 5G networks.

U60P U65P U70P
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Enterprise Series
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Ui15
Increase coverage up to 15,000 sq ft 

70db Gain and 12dBm Output power.

Use in area with weak signal.

Multi User - Up to 50 devices.

Ui25
Increase coverage up to 25,000 sq ft 

72db Gain and 15dBm Output power.

Use in area with very weak signal.

Multi User - Up to 100 devices.

Ui35
Increase coverage up to 35,000 sq ft 

72db Gain and 17dBm Output power.

Use in area with extremely weak signal.

Multi User - Up to 250 devices.

ENTERPRISE
SERIES
Buildings over 20,000
square feet.

 Carrier Agnostic 3 year manufacturer
warranty.

Works with all cellular devices
700MHz A&B, 700MHz C,  
850MHz, 1900MHz, 
1700/2100MHz

Frequency ranges:
Displays Input signal strength for each 
frequency range.

Output power of the booster.

LCD screen:

Customizable Kits - customize the booster, antennas 
and cables to suit the install location.

SMART function - Automatically manages the 
boosters power levels to optimize the cellular signal

MGC - Manual Gain Control: override the SMART 
function for more control over the power levels of 
each frequency range.

Easy Installation Remote Monitoring & Management
with Siyata Connect Software Works on every cellular network in the 

USA and Canada, on every cellular 
carrier. Boosts all 3G and 4G/LTE 
networks and works on 5G networks.
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Vehicle Series
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Carrier Agnostic

3 year manufacturer
warranty.

Works with all cellular devices

700MHz Band 12 and Band 14.

Frequency ranges:

Easy Installation.

Customize the booster, antennas and cables 
to suit the install location.

Automatically manages the boosters 
power levels to optimize the cellular 
signal as you move between cell towers.

SMART function

Increase signal on the go,
Car, RV, Truck, or Boat.

VEHICLE
SERIES

Uniden Link
Cradle Style Booster.

23db Gain and 17dBm Output power.

Single User.

Vehicle Booster.

50db Gain and 17dBm Output power.

Multi User, Up to 20 devices.

Direct Connect Booster.

Increase coverage for modems like 
Sierra Wireless and Cradle Point.

30db Gain and 15dBm Output power.

Works on every cellular network in the 
USA and Canada, on every cellular 
carrier. Boosts all 3G and 4G/LTE 
networks and works on 5G networks.

Uniden UM50 Uniden UM2M
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Hero Series
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Boost FirstNet and AT&T
Band 12 and Band 14.

Customizable Kits-customize the booster, antennas 
and cables to suit the install location.

SMART function-Automatically manages the 
boosters power levels to optimize the cellular signal.

MGC-Manual Gain Control: override the SMART 
function for more control over the power levels of 
each frequency range.

Easy Installation HERO 
SERIES

3 year manufacturer
warranty.

Works with all cellular devices

700MHz Band 12 and Band 14.

Frequency ranges:

UM2M FN
Direct Connect Booster.

Increase coverage for modems like 
Sierra Wireless and Cradle Point.

30db Gain and 15dBm Output power.

Single Device

U70 FN
Building Booster

Increase coverage up to 15,000 sq ft 

70db Gain and 17dBm Output power.

Multi User, Up to 100 devices.

UM50 FN
Small Building Booster

Increase coverage in a small room or desktop

50db Gain and 17dBm Output power.

Multi User, Up to 20 devices.
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Accessories

Cables
50 Ohm Coaxial Cable 

Jumpers or Bulk 

Low & Ultra Low Loss

Expansion Kits
Add Coverage Zones 

Complete Kits

 Indoor or Outdoor

Outdoor Antennas
Weather Resistant 

Pole Mount 

Multi Directional
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Indoor Antennas
Ceiling Mount 

Wall Mount 

Whip Style

Splitters, Adapters 
& Connectors

Multi Way Splitters

Crimp Style Connectors

Assorted Adapters

Mounting Poles 
& Surge Protectors

J Type Mounts 

Non Penetrating 

Tripods 

Lightning Protection
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Remote monitoring  and 
management software

Monitor & Manage  Your Booster Remotely
Monitor the RF status for one or all your boosters in a 
central location! Monitor the RSSI, Output Power, Overload 
Alarm, Oscillation Alarm, and Gain.
Remotely manage the MGC to increase or decrease the gain 
of the booster. You also can shut off and restart each RF 
frequency band.

Easy Access
Access the software from any desktop web browser or 
download the App to your smart device available on IOS 
in the Apple App Store and on Android in the Google Play 
Store.

Organize boosters by account, location, model, or name.

Installation tools - Antenna tuning, Signal strength indicator

Status Alerts
The software is constantly monitoring the RF status of the 
booster and will send an alert if there is a change in status. 
You can receive an alert in the app, on your device or by 
email. 
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Testimonials



CONTACT US

www.siyatamobile.com
www.unidencellular.com


